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We record video presentations for companies, tourism and hospitality:

- sale of items, usability of products
- tourist shows and attractions, catering and recipes
- various events, including weddings and various celebrations, music videos

We can record in English, Italian and Slovenian, such languages can also be subtitles under our 
direction, which is already included in the price of the produced video, you have to take care of 
other translations.
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Graphic works and printing:

- graphic design and painting works
- posters, brochures, postcards, business cards, invitations, plastic coating and printing
- making various calendars in their entirety, including photography

Organization of trips and events, sound system, parties, music for all occasions:

- tourist excursions and transports, sightseeing, tastings
- organization of events, sound system, parties and music

Professional photography and web design:

We make professional photos for restaurants, hotels or any other products for various purposes.

We make websites according to your wishes, otherwise in the Dreamweaver program, with 
which we can upgrade all Internet pages without any restrictions, and these pages are also 
visible on all mobile phones, tablets and computers. At your request, we place the website in 
various templates, for example: Wordpress or others.

By creating websites, we are extremely competitive in the quality and time of execution, we also
take professional photos completely free of charge, only in such a case we do not give copyright 
so that these photos can be published anywhere else without our written permission. If you 
order the production of copyrighted photos, we will agree on the price.

Cultural Art Society, Humanitarian and Education:

We are preparing wide opportunities for cooperation in the cultural and artistic fields, education 
and humanitarianism. You could also get involved in cooperation, which can convince you of our 
quality work in the business field and varied, principled and uncompromising work in the social 
field.
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Best regards, Martina Valenčič
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